
	  

WINDBROKE ACADEMY – ART LESSON 8 – TINTS, SHADES and VALUE 
 

In color theory, a tint is a mixture of a color with white, 
making it lighter. A shade is the mixture of a color with 

black, darkening it.  

In this painting Impression Sunrise by Claude Monet can 
you see how he uses the same paint color & changes it’s tint 
or shade to create his images? Did you notice the way he 
uses lines in various tints in his clouds? Can you tell me 
what in the back, middle and foreground or his work?  

 
ASSIGNMENT; Pick out ONE paint color and put a squeeze of it on your palette. Then paint a 
scene using only the tints & shades of your one color. Think about the different techniques 
we’ve learned in previous lessons, 
applying that to your artwork. Remember 
this is an exercise in color mixing. You 
need to draw and paint from REAL LIFE. 
Not from picture or even great examples. 
Artists have always drawn from real 
things. Go outside and draw your home or 
a favorite tree in your backyard. Look for 
a family member or a favorite toy for 
inspiration. Your artwork should be a 
reflection of you & your personality. 	  
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